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Being raised by my abusive stepfather forced me to look outside my home for a male role model. I

didn&apos;t have to go far to find one. My freshman year in high school, Percy "P-Nut" Welsh

moved next door.A patched member of SoCal&apos;s notorious Filthy Fuckers MC, he was an easy

man to admire and befriend. He was respectful, kind, and intelligent. We soon became close

friends, and that friendship lasted long after I graduated. As I grew older, my feelings for him

changed, but I chose to keep my thoughts to myself.When my life turned tragic one day, Percy

stepped in and saved me.He saw it as his duty.I viewed at it as an opportunity.I wanted him so bad I

ached. There were two things that prevented me from having him:One; I was a virgin, and I

wasn&apos;t about to give myself to someone who wasn&apos;t committed. And, two; Percy

didn&apos;t do relationships."NUTS" is a unique friends to lovers erotic romance tale that has no

cheating, no sex outside the relationship, and the most heartwarming of HEAs. Although it is book 5

of a series, it is a stand-alone novel that does not require reading any other novels in the series to

enjoy.
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Wow!! I'm always so excited when Scott releases a new book. It's an automatic purchase because I

know it's going to be great, and it's also going to be filled with characters I know I'm going to fall in

love with.We've met P-Nut (a/k/a Percy) in earlier books in this series. He's a member of the FFMC

who is not only cocky and intimidating, but he's also respectful loyal and hot. Joey is his next door

neighbor and a friend. He's a little older than Joey so Percy has never really paid attention or

thought about considering more. Until he does. Since the moment Joey met Percy, she's been half

in love with him. She has an obsession of motorcycles and the lives of those in MC clubs. She is an

absolute sweetheart and is so strong and just a truly lovable character.Nuts is definitely being added

to my list of favorites. The story is so good and I enjoyed watching Joey and Percy open up to each

other and learn to trust. Awesome book! Can't wait to see what Scott has in store for us next.

Wow where do I begin with this review? First of all, rarely to I give a book 5 stars, unless I

completely love it. I so wish i could give this 10 stars. Nuts is by far the best book of this series so

far. P Nut is quite the character. I don't think I've ever read an MC book with a character quite like

him. He's one tough biker on the outside but a sensitive caring man on the inside. I like this book the

best so far because Scott Hildreth has taken bits and pieces of events in real life and incorporated

into the book and I feel every reader can relate to the characters on some level. I laughed out loud

at some of the crazy things Percy says and does. I also cried alot. 4 words resonated throughout

this book and the series; Respect, Loyalty, Trust and Honor. I highly recommend this book and

series.

I laughedI criedI wanted to fist bumpP nut is just that nuts but would u want him any other way. I

wouldn't. He made me laugh with some of his antics and made me cry with his words.Joey.... the

courage and the strength off this girl could give the boost one might need. She is the perfect match

for him and his quirky ways. I love that there is an age difference. I'm a sucker for older men. So i

can relate to Joey in more ways than one. I lost my dad not quite as young. I married my husband

who is 9 years older who has many of the same sense of humor as p nut..I couldn't wait to get my

hands on this book now im sad because it's over. But that's alright because this book has become

my favorite in the series. P nut is my favorite in a sense that i hardly ever write a review but this one

I couldn't help myself but to talk about P nut a little more.Outstanding job loved it

If I'm asked do I like the genre of MC Romance books my response is no I don't. Do I like books



with guys that ride bikes yep but those that are based around the "MC" lifestyle just have rubbed me

wrong in the past. I Just finished a new book "Nuts" by SD Hildreth. The first and only book I've read

from him was his previous release titled "Rigid" and I thought I loved that one but the character

P-Nut stole my heart and beat out his best friend Smokey for the top spot. I cried at the end. This

very talented author has made me look at MC Romance in a different light. Now to devour the

remaining books in this series that were released earlier.

Although I have loved everything from this author so far, I honestly have to say this one is by far my

favorite. There were a couple editing issues, but nothing you can't look past. I can imagine the

emotions in writing about a burn victim are still raw for Scott, but he executed it wonderfully. You get

wrapped up in everything else about the character, and the storyline doesn't focus on just her burns.

Which is how it should be. Than you to this author for providing this character with a personality,

emotions and a brain, instead of making the whole story about her being a "victim".

Scott Hildreth's talents flow like a fountain. P'Nut and Joey are such a wonderful and deeply

complex couple. I loved the layers of this story as I peeled then back. I laughed, cried, growled, and

cheered throughout this wonderful work. I always say that he can't top his last book, but I am always

sorely mistaken. The lives and relationships that he creates and develops are priceless. Reading

ANY Scott Hildreth book will improve the quality of your life and NUTS is of no exception.

Previous to this read, Pretty In Ink was my favorite from this author. Percy, aka P-Nut, blew that out

of the water. His & Joey's story is ... well, this author's best work yet. And I've enjoyed quite a few of

his stories! The way these two build a friendship, and how that friendship turns into something more

is perfectly paced and beautifully written. There's also a poker run that I HIGHLY enjoyed & brought

tears to my eyes.10+++ read for me - even w/ the slightly squelchy parts (I just can't DO gritty like

that, it makes me squeamish, so I skipped over a couple pages there). There's a decision Joey

helps Percy to make, and the way she goes about gathering information for that decision is nothing

short of BRILLIANT. LOVED IT! : )
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